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                    Founded in 1947 by prominent Atlantans Roy Dorsey and Robert Alston, Dorsey Alston has a distinguished legacy of real estate service. For 76 years, generations of clients have trusted Dorsey Alston to represent them with integrity, discretion, and professionalism. 
							Specializing in Atlanta luxury homes, they have been at the forefront of the city's real estate scene, offering some of the most sought-after atlanta homes for sale. The real estate market in Atlanta is both competitive and intricate. Factors such as school districts, city and county taxes, neighborhood trends, and location play a crucial role in making informed decisions. 
							With their deep-rooted experience, Dorsey Alston's associates, who boast an average of over 14 years in the field, are adept at guiding both buyers and sellers through the complexities of the market. 
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			Testimonials

			object(stdClass)#7211 (9) {
  ["rating"]=>
  int(5)
  ["comment"]=>
  string(572) "Kathy is the consummate professional who advised us on how best to position & prepare our home for sale to achieve an above listing price…the highest price of any sold in our neighborhood.Her insights, pulse on the market & Kathy’s high touch and continual communication through the preparation, marketing and offer stage truly guided us on every step toward a successful sale. In all of our experience at buying and selling homes, this, by far, was the best in professional service and in outcome. Kathy is exceptional. And we can not recommended her highly enough!!!"
  ["review_id"]=>
  string(4) "7904"
  ["review_date"]=>
  string(10) "03/17/2024"
  ["review_timestamp"]=>
  string(25) "2024-03-17T18:28:44-04:00"
  ["review_source"]=>
  string(7) "amplify"
  ["review_source_label"]=>
  string(7) "Amplify"
  ["review_source_icon"]=>
  string(57) "https://cdn.amplifyreviews.com/c/brands/20x20/amplify.png"
  ["profile"]=>
  object(stdClass)#7212 (5) {
    ["name"]=>
    string(16) "Kathy Ghirardini"
    ["slug"]=>
    string(16) "kathy-ghirardini"
    ["website"]=>
    string(52) "https://www.dorseyalston.com/agents/kathy-ghirardini"
    ["image"]=>
    string(68) "https://cdn.amplifynow.co/p/kathy-ghirardini/logo-20191223211625.jpg"
    ["profile_page"]=>
    string(51) "https://amplifyreviews.com/profile/kathy-ghirardini"
  }
}
object(stdClass)#7213 (9) {
  ["rating"]=>
  int(5)
  ["comment"]=>
  string(1152) "Today we sold our Atlanta home with Jennie Wilson. This was the place we started our lives- the door we opened once we returned from our honeymoon & to give Basil a home. I loved this house so much- Ryan built the mantle by hand, we planted every flower, and I can still hear Basil's pitter patter running down the stairs. I truly wouldn't have trusted anyone in the world to sell our home but Jennie Wilson. She was incredible when we bought it from her 2 years ago, and she sold it with her same savvy & kindness. We were *tough* clients- on a deadline, mostly out of state, and our house had quite a few last minute and unexpected repairs! But Jennie handled each with positivity, grace, and the thoughtfulness of having your best friend sell your home. She checked in with us daily, handled repairs while we were back and forth to Florida, and made sure we were comfortable and stress- free (as you can be!) the entire process. I cannot recommend her enough- if you are in Atlanta and buying or selling, she is just the absolute best! To our first home, I will miss you so much. Thank you Jennie Wilson for making saying goodbye a little bit easier"
  ["review_id"]=>
  string(4) "7885"
  ["review_date"]=>
  string(10) "03/06/2024"
  ["review_timestamp"]=>
  string(25) "2024-03-06T15:34:34-05:00"
  ["review_source"]=>
  string(7) "amplify"
  ["review_source_label"]=>
  string(7) "Amplify"
  ["review_source_icon"]=>
  string(57) "https://cdn.amplifyreviews.com/c/brands/20x20/amplify.png"
  ["profile"]=>
  object(stdClass)#7214 (5) {
    ["name"]=>
    string(13) "Jennie Wilson"
    ["slug"]=>
    string(13) "jennie-wilson"
    ["website"]=>
    string(49) "https://www.dorseyalston.com/agents/jennie-wilson"
    ["image"]=>
    string(66) "https://cdn.amplifynow.co/p/jennie-wilson/logo-20200420200407.jpeg"
    ["profile_page"]=>
    string(48) "https://amplifyreviews.com/profile/jennie-wilson"
  }
}
object(stdClass)#7215 (9) {
  ["rating"]=>
  int(5)
  ["comment"]=>
  string(392) "Brenda Sandlin Brown is an amazing agent. She did a wonderful job making sure our home was beautifully staged, sold it during Covid, got us temporary short term lease home, and found us a house to purchase off the market based on my speciations. I highly recommend her and wouldn’t hesitate to use her again. She also has great resources for anything you need done with your home. Thank BB."
  ["review_id"]=>
  string(4) "7870"
  ["review_date"]=>
  string(10) "02/27/2024"
  ["review_timestamp"]=>
  string(25) "2024-02-27T10:05:51-05:00"
  ["review_source"]=>
  string(7) "amplify"
  ["review_source_label"]=>
  string(7) "Amplify"
  ["review_source_icon"]=>
  string(57) "https://cdn.amplifyreviews.com/c/brands/20x20/amplify.png"
  ["profile"]=>
  object(stdClass)#7216 (4) {
    ["name"]=>
    string(12) "Brenda Brown"
    ["slug"]=>
    string(12) "brenda-brown"
    ["website"]=>
    string(21) "www.dorseeyalston.com"
    ["profile_page"]=>
    string(47) "https://amplifyreviews.com/profile/brenda-brown"
  }
}
object(stdClass)#7217 (9) {
  ["rating"]=>
  int(5)
  ["comment"]=>
  string(284) ""Maria was a pleasure to work with. She has great knowledge of the Atlanta area and helped us secure a condo in Midtown in one weekend. She is extremely responsive and more than willing to help in any way. We had an outstanding experience working with Maria and highly recommend her!""
  ["review_id"]=>
  string(4) "7859"
  ["review_date"]=>
  string(10) "02/23/2024"
  ["review_timestamp"]=>
  string(25) "2024-02-23T15:00:02-05:00"
  ["review_source"]=>
  string(7) "amplify"
  ["review_source_label"]=>
  string(7) "Amplify"
  ["review_source_icon"]=>
  string(57) "https://cdn.amplifyreviews.com/c/brands/20x20/amplify.png"
  ["profile"]=>
  object(stdClass)#7218 (5) {
    ["name"]=>
    string(14) "Maria Marshall"
    ["slug"]=>
    string(14) "maria-marshall"
    ["website"]=>
    string(50) "https://www.dorseyalston.com/agents/maria-marshall"
    ["image"]=>
    string(66) "https://cdn.amplifynow.co/p/maria-marshall/logo-20200211214444.jpg"
    ["profile_page"]=>
    string(49) "https://amplifyreviews.com/profile/maria-marshall"
  }
}
object(stdClass)#7219 (9) {
  ["rating"]=>
  int(5)
  ["comment"]=>
  string(381) ""Stephanie helped me find my dream first home! As a first time home buyer, I wasn’t knowledgeable about the home buying process. She was so patient with me and explained every step! She was always responsive to my questions and concerns. Stephanie took all my needs and wants and found just what I was looking for! I will be recommending Stephanie to all my friends and family! ""
  ["review_id"]=>
  string(4) "7799"
  ["review_date"]=>
  string(10) "02/12/2024"
  ["review_timestamp"]=>
  string(25) "2024-02-12T09:12:00-05:00"
  ["review_source"]=>
  string(7) "amplify"
  ["review_source_label"]=>
  string(7) "Amplify"
  ["review_source_icon"]=>
  string(57) "https://cdn.amplifyreviews.com/c/brands/20x20/amplify.png"
  ["profile"]=>
  object(stdClass)#7220 (5) {
    ["name"]=>
    string(20) "Stephanie Kalinowski"
    ["slug"]=>
    string(20) "stephanie-kalinowski"
    ["website"]=>
    string(55) "http://www.dorseyalston.com/agents/stephanie-kalinowski"
    ["image"]=>
    string(77) "https://cdn.amplifyreviews.com/p/stephanie-kalinowski/logo-20220901180039.jpg"
    ["profile_page"]=>
    string(55) "https://amplifyreviews.com/profile/stephanie-kalinowski"
  }
}
object(stdClass)#7221 (9) {
  ["rating"]=>
  int(5)
  ["comment"]=>
  string(581) "Tracy and Laura went above and beyond in helping us on the sale of our home. They provided amazing guidance on what to do to prep the home before listing it to maximize interest from buyers. After their help staging the home, we were under contract after only a few showings and received several offers over asking price. We are now under contract on our new home, which they helped us secure before it even hit the market. The service and knowledge Tracy and Laura provide during the entire process is second to none. They are excellent and truly care about each of their clients!"
  ["review_id"]=>
  string(4) "7792"
  ["review_date"]=>
  string(10) "01/30/2024"
  ["review_timestamp"]=>
  string(25) "2024-01-30T11:02:46-05:00"
  ["review_source"]=>
  string(7) "amplify"
  ["review_source_label"]=>
  string(7) "Amplify"
  ["review_source_icon"]=>
  string(57) "https://cdn.amplifyreviews.com/c/brands/20x20/amplify.png"
  ["profile"]=>
  object(stdClass)#7222 (5) {
    ["name"]=>
    string(12) "Laura Hughen"
    ["slug"]=>
    string(12) "laura-hughen"
    ["website"]=>
    string(48) "https://www.dorseyalston.com/agents/laura-hughen"
    ["image"]=>
    string(64) "https://cdn.amplifynow.co/p/laura-hughen/logo-20200211214444.jpg"
    ["profile_page"]=>
    string(47) "https://amplifyreviews.com/profile/laura-hughen"
  }
}
object(stdClass)#7223 (9) {
  ["rating"]=>
  int(5)
  ["comment"]=>
  string(335) "I have used Laura on multiple transactions both purchasing and selling a home . Laura is certainly one of the best and most talented agents I have dealt with and her detailed knowledge in all aspects as a selling agent as well as a buying agent is second to none . I would not hesitate to engage Laura in any future purchases or sales."
  ["review_id"]=>
  string(4) "7791"
  ["review_date"]=>
  string(10) "01/30/2024"
  ["review_timestamp"]=>
  string(25) "2024-01-30T11:01:32-05:00"
  ["review_source"]=>
  string(7) "amplify"
  ["review_source_label"]=>
  string(7) "Amplify"
  ["review_source_icon"]=>
  string(57) "https://cdn.amplifyreviews.com/c/brands/20x20/amplify.png"
  ["profile"]=>
  object(stdClass)#7224 (5) {
    ["name"]=>
    string(12) "Laura Hughen"
    ["slug"]=>
    string(12) "laura-hughen"
    ["website"]=>
    string(48) "https://www.dorseyalston.com/agents/laura-hughen"
    ["image"]=>
    string(64) "https://cdn.amplifynow.co/p/laura-hughen/logo-20200211214444.jpg"
    ["profile_page"]=>
    string(47) "https://amplifyreviews.com/profile/laura-hughen"
  }
}
object(stdClass)#7225 (9) {
  ["rating"]=>
  int(5)
  ["comment"]=>
  string(337) "Brian was amazing and I appreciate all he did to ensure that we put our best foot forward. Brian was terrific and I give him nothing but high praise. Brian worked hard to sell my property fast and stress-free and restored my confidence in real estate agents. Brian went above and beyond my expectations. Thank you, Brian. -Jamese Rollins"
  ["review_id"]=>
  string(4) "7753"
  ["review_date"]=>
  string(10) "01/18/2024"
  ["review_timestamp"]=>
  string(25) "2024-01-18T10:09:40-05:00"
  ["review_source"]=>
  string(7) "amplify"
  ["review_source_label"]=>
  string(7) "Amplify"
  ["review_source_icon"]=>
  string(57) "https://cdn.amplifyreviews.com/c/brands/20x20/amplify.png"
  ["profile"]=>
  object(stdClass)#7226 (5) {
    ["name"]=>
    string(14) "Brian Seifried"
    ["slug"]=>
    string(14) "brian-seifried"
    ["website"]=>
    string(20) "www.dorseyalston.com"
    ["image"]=>
    string(71) "https://cdn.amplifyreviews.com/p/brian-seifried/logo-20230615152334.jpg"
    ["profile_page"]=>
    string(49) "https://amplifyreviews.com/profile/brian-seifried"
  }
}
object(stdClass)#7227 (9) {
  ["rating"]=>
  int(5)
  ["comment"]=>
  string(258) "Stafford made our home buying experience easy and enjoyable! Her experience and knowledge helped us lock down our dream home. Stafford goes above and beyond to make sure her clients are taken care of. We loved working with her and would do it all over again!"
  ["review_id"]=>
  string(4) "7721"
  ["review_date"]=>
  string(10) "01/04/2024"
  ["review_timestamp"]=>
  string(25) "2024-01-04T20:07:13-05:00"
  ["review_source"]=>
  string(7) "amplify"
  ["review_source_label"]=>
  string(7) "Amplify"
  ["review_source_icon"]=>
  string(57) "https://cdn.amplifyreviews.com/c/brands/20x20/amplify.png"
  ["profile"]=>
  object(stdClass)#7228 (5) {
    ["name"]=>
    string(14) "Stafford Weber"
    ["slug"]=>
    string(14) "stafford-weber"
    ["website"]=>
    string(51) "https://www.dorseyalston.com/agents/stafford-weber/"
    ["image"]=>
    string(71) "https://cdn.amplifyreviews.com/p/stafford-weber/logo-20230417154832.jpg"
    ["profile_page"]=>
    string(49) "https://amplifyreviews.com/profile/stafford-weber"
  }
}
object(stdClass)#7229 (9) {
  ["rating"]=>
  int(5)
  ["comment"]=>
  string(328) "Georgia did an amazing job with the purchase of our home in Atlanta's West End. We had a somewhat tricky offer situation, with repairs needed on the home that the sellers paid for and Georgia navigated the complicated process with ease. She did a great job helping us negotiate the best offer for our new home. Highly recommend!"
  ["review_id"]=>
  string(4) "7719"
  ["review_date"]=>
  string(10) "01/03/2024"
  ["review_timestamp"]=>
  string(25) "2024-01-03T13:49:25-05:00"
  ["review_source"]=>
  string(7) "amplify"
  ["review_source_label"]=>
  string(7) "Amplify"
  ["review_source_icon"]=>
  string(57) "https://cdn.amplifyreviews.com/c/brands/20x20/amplify.png"
  ["profile"]=>
  object(stdClass)#7230 (5) {
    ["name"]=>
    string(13) "Georgia Vance"
    ["slug"]=>
    string(13) "georgia-vance"
    ["website"]=>
    string(20) "www.dorseyalston.com"
    ["image"]=>
    string(71) "https://cdn.amplifyreviews.com/p/georgia-vance/logo-20220126194516.jfif"
    ["profile_page"]=>
    string(48) "https://amplifyreviews.com/profile/georgia-vance"
  }
}
object(stdClass)#7231 (9) {
  ["rating"]=>
  int(5)
  ["comment"]=>
  string(401) ""Maria was absolutely amazing to work with. I have worked with Maria 4 times now. Three to rent and one to buy and could not be happier with the experience. She knows the area extremely well, has great connections, and helps you find everything you're looking for within your budget. I know exactly who I will be using again when I am in need of assistance. You cannot go wrong with Maria whatsoever!""
  ["review_id"]=>
  string(4) "7710"
  ["review_date"]=>
  string(10) "01/02/2024"
  ["review_timestamp"]=>
  string(25) "2024-01-02T10:02:12-05:00"
  ["review_source"]=>
  string(7) "amplify"
  ["review_source_label"]=>
  string(7) "Amplify"
  ["review_source_icon"]=>
  string(57) "https://cdn.amplifyreviews.com/c/brands/20x20/amplify.png"
  ["profile"]=>
  object(stdClass)#7232 (5) {
    ["name"]=>
    string(14) "Maria Marshall"
    ["slug"]=>
    string(14) "maria-marshall"
    ["website"]=>
    string(50) "https://www.dorseyalston.com/agents/maria-marshall"
    ["image"]=>
    string(66) "https://cdn.amplifynow.co/p/maria-marshall/logo-20200211214444.jpg"
    ["profile_page"]=>
    string(49) "https://amplifyreviews.com/profile/maria-marshall"
  }
}
object(stdClass)#7233 (9) {
  ["rating"]=>
  int(5)
  ["comment"]=>
  string(1226) "We had the pleasure of working with Liz as our realtor for the purchase of our first home, and we cannot express enough how grateful we are for her. Liz's immense patience throughout the entire process, coupled with her efforts to understand our needs and preferences, truly stood out. She went above and beyond to ensure that we found the perfect home. Liz's kindness and dedication were evident from the moment we started working together. Her constant smile and positive attitude made the entire experience enjoyable. We were impressed by her professionalism and attention to detail, which gave us confidence that she had our best interests at heart. Working with Liz was not only productive but also pleasant. She excelled in communication, keeping us informed and updated every step of the way. Her prompt responses to our questions and concerns made us feel like we were her top priority. We are truly grateful for Liz's expertise and commitment to helping us find our dream home. Her extensive knowledge of the market and ability to navigate the complexities of the real estate process were invaluable. We highly recommend Liz to anyone in need of a realtor who is patient, kind, dedicated, and a pleasure to work with."
  ["review_id"]=>
  string(4) "7700"
  ["review_date"]=>
  string(10) "12/29/2023"
  ["review_timestamp"]=>
  string(25) "2023-12-29T15:14:42-05:00"
  ["review_source"]=>
  string(7) "amplify"
  ["review_source_label"]=>
  string(7) "Amplify"
  ["review_source_icon"]=>
  string(57) "https://cdn.amplifyreviews.com/c/brands/20x20/amplify.png"
  ["profile"]=>
  object(stdClass)#7234 (5) {
    ["name"]=>
    string(19) "Elizabeth Cadenhead"
    ["slug"]=>
    string(19) "elizabeth-cadenhead"
    ["website"]=>
    string(20) "www.dorseyalston.com"
    ["image"]=>
    string(77) "https://cdn.amplifyreviews.com/p/elizabeth-cadenhead/logo-20230426185531.jfif"
    ["profile_page"]=>
    string(54) "https://amplifyreviews.com/profile/elizabeth-cadenhead"
  }
}
object(stdClass)#7235 (9) {
  ["rating"]=>
  int(5)
  ["comment"]=>
  string(786) ""My entire experience with Elle Fergus was nothing short of exceptional. As time home buyers, my wife and I were green to the entire home buying process. Elle was patient throughout our housing search, helping us weigh the pros and cons of each neighborhood to make sure we found the perfect place to grow our budding family. Elle knew exactly what we were searching for, and because of this, helped us purchase a house in our favorite Atlanta neighborhood without a “for sale” sign ever touching the front yard. Elle’s professional yet personable demeanor made the buying process smooth, thorough, and most importantly, fun! I’m thankful for Elle helping my family find the perfect home, and I would highly recommend Elle to anyone looking to find a house to turn into a home.""
  ["review_id"]=>
  string(4) "7652"
  ["review_date"]=>
  string(10) "12/15/2023"
  ["review_timestamp"]=>
  string(25) "2023-12-15T12:49:02-05:00"
  ["review_source"]=>
  string(7) "amplify"
  ["review_source_label"]=>
  string(7) "Amplify"
  ["review_source_icon"]=>
  string(57) "https://cdn.amplifyreviews.com/c/brands/20x20/amplify.png"
  ["profile"]=>
  object(stdClass)#7236 (4) {
    ["name"]=>
    string(11) "Elle Fergus"
    ["slug"]=>
    string(11) "elle-fergus"
    ["website"]=>
    string(48) "https://www.dorseyalston.com/agents/elle-fergus/"
    ["profile_page"]=>
    string(46) "https://amplifyreviews.com/profile/elle-fergus"
  }
}
object(stdClass)#7237 (9) {
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                                            Kathy is the consummate professional who advised us on how best to position & prepare our home for sale to achieve an above listing price…the highest price of any sold in our neighborhood.Her insights, pulse on the market & Kathy’s high touch and continual communication through the preparation, marketing and offer stage truly guided us on every step toward a successful sale. In all of our experience at buying and selling homes, this, by far, was the best in professional service and in outcome. Kathy is exceptional. And we can not recommended her highly enough!!!
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                                            Today we sold our Atlanta home with Jennie Wilson. This was the place we started our lives- the door we opened once we returned from our honeymoon & to give Basil a home. I loved this house so much- Ryan built the mantle by hand, we planted every flower, and I can still hear Basil's pitter patter running down the stairs. I truly wouldn't have trusted anyone in the world to sell our home but Jennie Wilson. She was incredible when we bought it from her 2 years ago, and she sold it with her same savvy & kindness. We were *tough* clients- on a deadline, mostly out of state, and our house had quite a few last minute and unexpected repairs! But Jennie handled each with positivity, grace, and the thoughtfulness of having your best friend sell your home. She checked in with us daily, handled repairs while we were back and forth to Florida, and made sure we were comfortable and stress- free (as you can be!) the entire process. I cannot recommend her enough- if you are in Atlanta and buying or selling, she is just the absolute best! To our first home, I will miss you so much. Thank you Jennie Wilson for making saying goodbye a little bit easier
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                                            Brenda Sandlin Brown is an amazing agent. She did a wonderful job making sure our home was beautifully staged, sold it during Covid, got us temporary short term lease home, and found us a house to purchase off the market based on my speciations. I highly recommend her and wouldn’t hesitate to use her again. She also has great resources for anything you need done with your home. Thank BB.
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                                            "Maria was a pleasure to work with. She has great knowledge of the Atlanta area and helped us secure a condo in Midtown in one weekend. She is extremely responsive and more than willing to help in any way. We had an outstanding experience working with Maria and highly recommend her!"
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                                            "Stephanie helped me find my dream first home! As a first time home buyer, I wasn’t knowledgeable about the home buying process. She was so patient with me and explained every step! She was always responsive to my questions and concerns. Stephanie took all my needs and wants and found just what I was looking for! I will be recommending Stephanie to all my friends and family! "
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                                            Tracy and Laura went above and beyond in helping us on the sale of our home. They provided amazing guidance on what to do to prep the home before listing it to maximize interest from buyers. After their help staging the home, we were under contract after only a few showings and received several offers over asking price. We are now under contract on our new home, which they helped us secure before it even hit the market. The service and knowledge Tracy and Laura provide during the entire process is second to none. They are excellent and truly care about each of their clients!
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                                            I have used Laura on multiple transactions both purchasing and selling a home . Laura is certainly one of the best and most talented agents I have dealt with and her detailed knowledge in all aspects as a selling agent as well as a buying agent is second to none . I would not hesitate to engage Laura in any future purchases or sales.
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                                            Brian was amazing and I appreciate all he did to ensure that we put our best foot forward. Brian was terrific and I give him nothing but high praise. Brian worked hard to sell my property fast and stress-free and restored my confidence in real estate agents. Brian went above and beyond my expectations. Thank you, Brian. -Jamese Rollins
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                                            Stafford made our home buying experience easy and enjoyable! Her experience and knowledge helped us lock down our dream home. Stafford goes above and beyond to make sure her clients are taken care of. We loved working with her and would do it all over again!
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                                            Georgia did an amazing job with the purchase of our home in Atlanta's West End. We had a somewhat tricky offer situation, with repairs needed on the home that the sellers paid for and Georgia navigated the complicated process with ease. She did a great job helping us negotiate the best offer for our new home. Highly recommend!
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                                            "Maria was absolutely amazing to work with. I have worked with Maria 4 times now. Three to rent and one to buy and could not be happier with the experience. She knows the area extremely well, has great connections, and helps you find everything you're looking for within your budget. I know exactly who I will be using again when I am in need of assistance. You cannot go wrong with Maria whatsoever!"
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                                            We had the pleasure of working with Liz as our realtor for the purchase of our first home, and we cannot express enough how grateful we are for her. Liz's immense patience throughout the entire process, coupled with her efforts to understand our needs and preferences, truly stood out. She went above and beyond to ensure that we found the perfect home. Liz's kindness and dedication were evident from the moment we started working together. Her constant smile and positive attitude made the entire experience enjoyable. We were impressed by her professionalism and attention to detail, which gave us confidence that she had our best interests at heart. Working with Liz was not only productive but also pleasant. She excelled in communication, keeping us informed and updated every step of the way. Her prompt responses to our questions and concerns made us feel like we were her top priority. We are truly grateful for Liz's expertise and commitment to helping us find our dream home. Her extensive knowledge of the market and ability to navigate the complexities of the real estate process were invaluable. We highly recommend Liz to anyone in need of a realtor who is patient, kind, dedicated, and a pleasure to work with.
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                                            "My entire experience with Elle Fergus was nothing short of exceptional. As time home buyers, my wife and I were green to the entire home buying process. Elle was patient throughout our housing search, helping us weigh the pros and cons of each neighborhood to make sure we found the perfect place to grow our budding family. Elle knew exactly what we were searching for, and because of this, helped us purchase a house in our favorite Atlanta neighborhood without a “for sale” sign ever touching the front yard. Elle’s professional yet personable demeanor made the buying process smooth, thorough, and most importantly, fun! I’m thankful for Elle helping my family find the perfect home, and I would highly recommend Elle to anyone looking to find a house to turn into a home."
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                                            "Elle was an absolute dream to work with as a first-time home buyer! From the initial meeting where she and Laura walked us through the home-buying process and explained it all very clearly and took time to answer our questions, we knew we were in good hands. Elle made a seemingly stressful process far less stressful. Not only is Elle well-informed, honest, and very knowledgeable, but she's also kind and personable. She wants you to find the home that's right for you and is very patient to make it happen. There's no doubt we'll be returning to her when it comes time to buy our next home!"
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                                            "Elle was such a pleasure to work with as our realtor. As first time home buyers, we had so many questions and were intimated at times in this current market. However, with Elle’s knowledge, support and guidance we were able to find a home within our budget AND desired location. Elle is the perfect balance of a realtor who is professional and yet personable too. She cares about her clients and works hard to find the best house for them. Her support for us extended far beyond just the purchase of the home. We are so grateful for everything that Elle did for us! Highly recommend her in the Atlanta area!"
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                                            “Laura was awesome to work with. We purchased our first home in a very competitive market. She navigated us through the process from beginning to end. In making our offer on the home we wanted, we beat out 15 other offers using her advice, with the home still appraising for more than we paid. She was also very understanding and made sure we never left our comfort zone. Laura knows all about the Atlanta area and neighborhoods. If we ever purchase another home or sell this one, we will absolutely go with her again.”
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                                            “We used Laura to both find our new home and sell our existing home. We had a very tough, drawn out buying process, but Laura stayed on top of the process for us, brought a lot of great expertise, and humor to keep us sane and on track. She was able to negotiate really creative enhancements and financing options for us. On our sale, she was able to get us under contract much faster than other properties in our area. We would highly recommend Laura to anyone who wants to work with someone who looks out for their best interest.”
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                                            “I cannot say enough good things about Laura - she is incredible! She has extensive knowledge of the in-town area, is very responsive and truly listens to your needs. She also knows how to structure offers in this highly competitive market to make sure yours stands out from the rest of the pack. I am so thankful for all she has done for me and cannot recommend her enough!”
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                                            “Laura was friendly, responsive, tactical and helpful every step of the way through the process of selling our home. We moved out before closing and she even met the exterminator when we had to have wasps treated on the balcony after we had left town. Our closing went off without a hitch. We would highly recommend her services.”
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                                            “I can’t say enough good things about working with Laura! As a first time buyer, I really appreciated how knowledgeable, professional & responsive she was. She helped me navigate the market, answered all my questions & connected me with all the right contacts when needed. Overall she made my whole process feel easy & smooth. Highly recommend her.”
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